
Invitation to participate in Comprehensive Design Consultancy Competition for 
Ambedkar University Delhi (AUD) Dheerpur Campus. 

This is to inform you about the Comprehensive Design Consultancy Competition for 
Ambedkar University Delhi (AUD) Dheerpur Campus. 

The RFP Document inviting architectural consultancy firms from India has been announced 
on the PWD website. They are the Project Management Agency for the project since we are a 
state university funded by the Government of NCT of Delhi and the format of the competition 
is much influenced by the government norms. 

AUD will manage and conduct the entire process of scrutiny of design proposals and 
selection of the final proposal will be by an eminent Jury. AUD will ensure a fair process with 
core emphasis of the selection based primarily on design proposal. A representative team 
(Steering Committee for AUD Campus Development) from AUD is going to have a sustained 
engagement and oversight through the entire duration of the project. 

It will be a landmark project of this scale in campus design in some time to come and we are 
keen that we get as many professional participants to compete. We have also ensured that 
the construction and campus development is contracted as a single tender to ensure that 
professional firms come on board for actual execution. 

The details are available on the Link of the tenders for Comprehensive Consultancy Work - 
Dheerpur is as under: 

https://govtprocurement.delhi.gov.in/nicgep/app?component=%24DirectLink_0&page=FrontE
ndAdvancedSearchResult&service=direct&session=T&sp=SwU%2FvGq3UmOE1YVrfyYSpig
%3D%3D 

Best access would be to go to the following link and paste the tender id given below in 
Tender Search Window to access all documents and details of documents list and process 
of uploading as this is an e-tender: 

Link of the tenders for Comprehensive Consultancy Work - Dheerpur is as under: 

https://govtprocurement.delhi.gov.in/nicgep/app  

In this page of website, the RFP notice can be accessed by typing tender 
id: 2017_pwd_137952_1 in the Tender Search Window. 

The RFP document along with the Pre-Bid Conference presentation including Jury details are 
being uploaded on AUD website as well. (www.aud.ac.in).  

  

The submission date for qualifying documents as part of the RFP has been extended till 10th 
November 2017.  

Kindly circulate the details widely among the architectural design fraternity in India.  
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